
 

 

Combative Martial Arts Association 
Hit the Head Hard 

  

 In Combative Martial Arts (CMA) concrete skills with methods to test are 

presented.  Testing provides the students with feedback on their progress to the 

development of effective skills.  This also allows the over-riding training objectives to be 

broken into smaller goals.   

One of the first skills to develop is extreme striking power.  I think it was Geoff 

Thompston of the UK who summed up effective combative skills in 5 words – ‘Hit The 

Head F@@@@n Hard’.  This is excellent advice.  In CMA, we test the student’s ability 

under adrenaline scenarios to ensure they can really do it.  In my opinion, unless someone 

can hit extremely hard, there is no point in them working on other stuff.  It is that critical.  

The human body can take a ton of punishment.  In order for a strike to be effective it has 

to have enough power to shock the head or it must hit one of few targets that is weak yet 

disables such as the windpipe.  The students gain confidence as they apply the strikes to 

adrenal scenarios and see they can rock the attacker.  The adrenaline is used to power the 

strikes. 

Power Strikes use big gross body movements which are perfect when the body is 

adrenalized.  Make certain to use the hips and breathe to add maximum power to the 

strike.  At first, just concentrate on hitting the head hard.  It does not get any simpler than 

that. 

The knee strike is a great place to start.  Knee strikes are effective with lots of 

natural power and can be used in many situations both standing and on the ground.  

Notice in the picture below the level of commitment and how the knee is struck through 

the target.  A couple of knees to the groin will cause the head to drop for the final knee 

strike.  I recommend new CMA students to devote their first month to knee strikes. 

 
This clip shows how the Awareness and Boundary skills set up a great knee strike - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6z21sPIKr0I.  Here is another clip of the knees in 

action. -  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qE8qzWfhuVY. 

 Once you have tested the knee strike then move on to other power strikes such as 

the palm or back elbow.  Here is an instructional on how to throw palm strikes 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTh9gOTZEk8) and another on the back elbow and 

hammer fist (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zngWNVlVyeo 

).  The best way to test these techniques is under Adrenal Scenarios.  By reviewing the 

video clips you can see the impact on the Gladiator to see what did and did not work.         

This applies to weapons powered by humans such as sticks, staffs and knifes.  The 

exact same body mechanics are used to power armed and unarmed strikes.  Weapon 
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training, especially the stick, will greatly improve the body mechanics which then 

improves the unarmed skills.   

 
Take a look at your training and ask yourself, how much time do you spend on hitting the 

head hard?  Anything that does not stop the attacker is at best a set up, at worst it leaves 

you more vulnerable (even if just that you expended valuable energy that did not 

accomplish anything).   

One you have developed power strikes then you will understand why my most 

common answer to a student’s question on what to do is to ‘just hit ‘em’’.  This is simple 

yet effective.  Too many times I see people add complexity to situations.  Under 

adrenaline your brain will not think rationally.  You need to program yourself to respond 

to danger with simple strikes.  I have spoken to many martial artists who have frozen or 

been unable to apply their training to real situations.  Train yourself to just hit the 

attackers head as hard as possible and you will do fine.   

The DVD Combat Fitness #1 Technique Form provides instruction and drills on 

power strikes. 

http://www.amazon.com/CMA-Combat-Fitness-Technique-

Form/dp/B00BD7FUJA/ref=pd_rhf_gw_p_t_1_RKFD 

 

Please contact Craig Sira if you have any questions or if you would like any 

additional information.  Seminars and remote training are available. 

 

Craig Sira 

911 S. Eleven Mile 

Midland, MI 48640 

(989) 631-5960  

theacademymartialartsfitness@gmail.com 

http://theacademymartialartsandfitness.webs.com/ 

http://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/group.php?gid=101938623192665 

http://combativemartialartsassociation.webs.com/ 

http://www.facebook.com/home.php?sk=group_101938623192665#!/home.php?sk=grou

p_130198229519&ap=1 
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